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ABSTRACT 
Variable length code (VLC), also called I-iuffman code [I], is 

the most popular data compression technique used for solving 
transmission channel bandwidth bottleneck in image 
compression standards such as JPEG, MPEG, and M263. But, it 
is vulnerable to loss of synchronization if they are transmitted 
consecutively through a noisy wireless channel. It will result in 
large drops in video transmission quality. We propose a novel 
Hybrid VLC (HVLC) coding scheme to provide high tolerances 
to random and burst errors in worsening channel conditions. I t  
exhibits high synchronization, error correction capability and 
low redundancy. For erroneous HVLC bitstream, it is able to 
self-synchronize within one codeword. The result shows that it 
achieves high signal-to-noise ratio (PSNK=30dB) compared to 
existing VLC schemes at bit error rate (BER) of 
environment. With efficient memory mapping, HVLC requires 
low memory spaces and achieves high throughput rate. It is very 
suitable for VLSl implementation in wireless application. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Variable length code (VLC), which has minimal redundancy 
for a given data source has widely been used in digital image 
compression standards such as JPEG, MPEG and 14.263. This is 
achieved by non-uniform occurrence probability distribution of 
symbols. By coding a frequently occurred symbol to a shorter 
code and coding a code seldom occurred to a longer code will 
make the avcragc code length less than coding symbol to a fixed- 
length code (FLC). As a result, it achieves data cornpression and 
more cfficient in reducing the bit ratc than FLC. 

A main problem in VLC information transmission is to 
maintain the synchronization between the encoder and the 
decoder. Although VLC ensures optimal coding, i.e., minimal 
redundancy, i t  provides no assurance as to how the decoder will 
pcrfonn in the face of channel disturbances. Because of variable 
length coding scheme, it is highly sensitive to channel errors 
when VLCs are transmitted consecutively through a noisy 
wireless channel. Any bit error in V1,C stream can lead to 
desynchronization of the decoder and cause error propagation as 
shown in Fig. 1. In practice, errors may propagate for a 
considcrable period, with an ensuing loss of many dozens of 
words, before synchronization is re-established. Therefore, 
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designing VLC that is robust against channel noisc and can easily 
recover the synchronization oncc it has been lost becomes very 
important in wireless transmission. We propose a novel VLC 
coding scheme called hybrid VLC, it has good tolerance to 
random and burst errors in worsening channel conditions. It 
exhibits high synchronization, error correction capability and low 
redundancy. The average code length is close to the optimum. 
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Figure I :  Error propagation of VLC 

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we first 
introduce the idea and coding scheme of IlVLC. We will discuss 
error corrcction and handling mechanisms. After that, we present 
atid analyze related synchronization markcr in  section 3. Finally, 
simulation rcsults and pcrformancc cotnparisons are provided in 
section 4. Conclusions are given in section 5. 

2. HVLC CODING STRUCTURE 

2.1 The Idea of Hybrid VLC 

An error occurring in VLC bitstream as well as a decoder 
malfunctioning can lead to a loss of synchronization, which in 
turn can result in the insertion or deletion of symbols at the 
decoder and cause error propagation. The synchronization 
capability needs an additional requirement for B code that leads to 
a loss of efficiency in terms of average codeword length. In fact, 
apart from trivial cases, no optimal binary code is synchronizable 
[2]. Thcrcfore, it is interesting to consider codes which have the 
capability of self-synchronization. Many authors have studicd the 
ability of Vl,C code to synchronize. Sce [3] and [4] for a 
discussion of codcs with bounded synchronization delay, and 
[5]-[7] for statistically synchronizable codes. Others [SI-[ 121 



propose variable-length code constructions, which enable the 
decoder to correctly synchronize. Nevertheless, the range and 
richness of the structurcs implying in variable-length codes 
makes the identitication of general mechanisms for self- 
synchronization difficult, perhaps impossiblc. 

rhe degree of  quality degradation due to desynchronization 
strongly depends on the error position and VLC coding table 
characteristics. We prcsent a novel hybrid VLC constructed by 
multiple virtual channels. In othcr words, each codeword of 
I IVLC is combined by several codewords of the samc wordlcngth. 
A codc structure example of HVLC is depicted in Fig. 2. rhere 
have two virtual channels called “base channel” (UC) and “main 
channel” (MC). If the codeword from the base channcl is “IO” 
and that from the main channel is “OI” ,  the constructed HVLC 
codeword is “1001”. MC and BC codes are interleaved in even 
and odd bit location respectively. 

Main Channel Code Base Channel Code 

2.2 Main Channel Error Correction Scheme 
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Figure 2: HVLC Coding Structure 

l3C cock is used to align the boundary of each l lVLC 
codeword. I hus, WG should choose self-synchronizing variable 
Icngth code with short ASD (average synchronization dclay) [ 131. 
We use IlSBCl (0, IO, 1 I O ,  I 1  10, ...) variablc length code which 
has the shortest ASD (equal to 1) as €3C code. Although there is 
few valid HSI3CI codes and it will lower the coding efficiency, 
we can use MC code to compensate this weak point. Because BC 
code already has prefix code characteristic, which ensures 1 IVLC 
is prefix code, MC code does not necd to satisfi prcfix code 
condition. As a result, we can use somc conventional fixed length 
error correction code for MC coding. Therefore, wc can correct 
some errors occurred at even bit location, i.e. the location of MC 
codeword In addition, it does not lead to loss of synchronization 
when the error occurred in MC codeword that is uncorrectable 
since the boundary of HVLC can still be determined by HC codc. 

With this multiple channels VLC coding structure, HVLC will 
only have 50% probability to lose synchronization within one 
codeword when error happened in BC codeword. Thus, it can 
achieve both high toleranccs to desynchronization and quick self- 
synchronization. I t  also has better signal-to-noise ratio compared 
to conventional VLC schcmes because it has error detecting and 
correcting capability in MC. Because of interleaving coding 
structure, channel burst error will be transformed into random 
error in BC and MC that will be more easy for handling. Another 
performance factor of IIVLC is avcrage code length (ACL). 
Although IIVLC is multiple channels coding structure, its ACI, is 
close to the optimal. For JPEG VI,C table, FLC is 8, Huffman 
code is 3.41 and HVLC is 4.15. Small ACL means it has high 
data cornpression capability. As a result, IlVLC is efficient for 
using in bandwidth-limited channcl ivhcre data correctncss is an 
important issue. 

Variable length code is tree-based code that can be represented 
by tree structure. If no “traps” are used in  the coding, i.e. all 
nodes of the tree representing the code arc mapped to a source 
symbol, it will have no way to detect cven correct errors in VLC 
stream. The decoder has no idea and information about the VLC 
bitstream whether it has bcen polluted by error or not. As a result, 
“trap” can provide an opportunity to trade off coding efficiency 
and error detection and correction (EDC) capability. Ixt’s see 
what will be happened whcn we use “trap” in the variable length 
coding as shown in Fig. 3 .  

VL 

Figure 3: VLC tree structure with traps 

I‘here are two traps, 1 I and 1 0 1  1,  in the tree structure. Thus, 
the error occurs at these traps will be corrected to 10 and 1010, 
rc\pectivcly. Assume symbol sequence of .4BCAD, the encoded 
bitstream is 0001 /00000/001. If the received bitstream is 
000//10000/t0/ where sixth and twelfth bits arc error, i t  can be 
decoded correctly as ABCAD using trap corrccting scheme. Also, 
trap coding scheme can be extended to handle and correct bust 
crror. Of course, thc penalty is reducing coding efficiency. I n  
order to have kDC capability in MC, we should leave some 
codcwords unused for the traps. 

Wc focus on single bit (random) error type, which is the most 
popular crror situation in many applications and channels. 
Remember that each codeword of HVLC is combined by BC and 
MC codewords of the same wordlength. As a result, we can we 
many n-bit MC codes combining with one n-bit BC code to form 
a group of HVLC codewords of 2n-bit wordlength. For using 
IlSBCl as BC code, we can use following three simple coding 
schemes for MC coding. 

ECMC-I: The most significant bit (MSB) of the codeword 
is assigned to be a constant (0 or I ) ,  called EC bit. The 
remaining bits can be used with no restriction, called FC bit. 
For assigning EC with “O”, it can simply be corrected if it is 
received with “ I ” .  Tradc off coding efficiency and EDC 
capability, ECMC-1 is used for wordlength n I 3. For 
example n=3,000,001,010 and 01 I can be combined with 
BC code “ 1 1 0 ’  to form four HVLC codewords of 6-bit 
wordlength. 
ECMC-2: It assigns high significant three bits to 1 1  1 and 
000 as EC bit. Anyone bit error in CC can be corrected 
(101 will be corrected to 1 1 1 )  rising minimum Hamming 
distance scheme. ECMC-2 can be used for wordlength 3 5 
n 5 6. For example, n=4 and FC=I, 0000, 0001, I I I O  and 
1 1  I I can be combined with BC code “ I  1 10” to form four 
HVLC codewords of %bit wordlength. 
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0 ECMC-3: It uses llamming code scheme to generate 
codewords for MC. We can use all patterns of FC bits, but 
the redundant bits are calculated frotn FC bits. ’I hree 
redundant bits can provide 100% single bit error correction 
capability. ECMC-3 can be used for wordlength n 2.5. For 
example, 5-bit ECMC-3 codeword CW[ I :5] ( n=5 ): 
-- CW[l], CW[2] and CCt/[4] ore redundant bits 
-- CW[3] and CW[5] is FC hits 

CW[l]=CW[3] 0 CW[5] (0 tneans exclusive-OK logic) 
CW[2]=CW[31 
CW[4]=CW[5] 

At dccoder, we receive codeword RCW[I:5] and require to 
calculate SD[2:01: 

SD[O]=RCW[I] 8 RCW[3] 8 KCW[5] 

SD[l]= KCW[2] 8 I<CW[3] 

SD[2]=RCW[4]8 RCW[5] 
If SD=0, it indicates RCW is correct. Otherwise, SD value 
will indicate the single bit error location that happened in 
RCW. Thus, we can simply iisc SD result to correct single 
bit error. Because ECMC-3 can only use for n 2.5, it is 
suitable for using in large VLC table. 

The EDC capability of these three coding schemes for MC are 
ECMC-3 > BCMC-2 CCMC-I. Furthermore, it shows that 
more error correction capability, less valid codewords we can use 
and more coding efficiency is sacrificed. 

2.3 Exception Error Handling Mechanism 

There have two types of crror, which can not be rccognized 
and decoded. Thcy are called as exception error. Wc will present 
some mechanisms to handle thcsc statuses. 

Exception Error-I  
‘Transmission error inay cause two or more HC cotlcs metge 
together. It may generate BC code longer than tnaximuin BC 
codeword length of I IVLC table, called exception error-I. An 
example is given in Fig. 4, it assumes the maxiinurn BC 
codeword length is I 1  I I O .  In real word, most of the ad.jacent 
image data are similar or continuous. It only except for the 
boundary or segmentation region. As a result, we can handle 
exception error-I by partitioning the error BC code into two 
portions. The first portion is set same with the prior DC code, 
remaining portion will be decoded normally. 

1 ,.”rml..len U Burc Chann‘l C O d C  
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Figure 4: Exception error-I  handling 

Exception Error-2 

I1VIX symbol table is stored in memory. Then, dccoding process 
will fetch the symbol based on decoded symbol memory address. 
If the decoded memory address exceed related HVLC table 
memory region, it can not be recognized and decoded normally. 
This exception error-2 can be caused by two possible cases. One 
is error occurring in MC code. Another case is two or more BC 
codes merge together because of transmission error. The related 
MC codes will be also merged into one MC code. Both of these 
two cases may result in unaccessable symbol memory address. 
Using image Characteristic, we can handle this exception error-2 
by setting decoded symbol to be same with the prior decoded 
symbol. 

Simulation results show that the proposed exception error 
handling mechanisms can enhance about 0.3dB signal-to-noise 
ratio. Using efficient memory mapping strategy, HVLC encoding 
and decoding processes can be completed by applying numerical 
propcrties and simple arithmetic operations. As a result, IOOM- 
symbol throughput rate can be easily achicved. In addition, 
related memory requirement can be optimized. For 256 symbols 
IlVLC table, it requires only Mx9 bits and MxlO bits memory 
size for storing encoding and decoding information respcctively 
( M  is number of group in HVLC table). The required memory 
space is much less than traditional group-based VLC. 

3. SYNCHRONIZATION MARKER 

Burst error will reduce the l lVLC synchronization and error 
correction capability. We can use additional scheme to overcome 
the effect of burst error. One effectivc method is to partition the 
encoded data into packagcs by inserting synchronization marker. 
Thus, burst error effect can be localized. We call the inserting 
synchronization marker as synchronization of package (SOP). It 
will be used for aligning package boundary. As a result, the 
design of SOP is vcry important. Concatenation of two or more 
codewords can not form the SOP pattern. Otherwise, dummy 
SOP will be detected. It will destroy the decoding sequence. Also, 
SOP can not “etched” by crror or normal codeword. Otherwise, it 
will mask or make the SOP nndetcctable. These are some design 
gtiidclines of SOP. I h t ,  it is difficult to find an ideal SOP since it 
depends on table pattern and characteristic. 

We select FIC code of “100000” as SOP pattcrn. It is 
concatenation of one BC code “10” and four BC code “0”. In 
addition, all one hamming distance code patterns respect to 
“100000” will also be recognized as SOP (000000, 110000, 
101000, 100100, 100010, and 100001). With this scheme, SOP 
will have onc bit error rccovery capability. Because SOP is 
simply detected by searching BC codes, it is independcnt of MC 
codes. Tlius, crror happened in MC codes would not affect the 
detection of SOP. It is possible that some concatenation of 
codewords inay be viewed as SOP and an error can turn a portion 
of codewords into a SOP. I:ortunately, the probability of wrong 
detection (dummy or undetectablc SOP) is less than after 
analyzing this SOP pattern. It is good enough used for package 
synchonization. Desides, SOP detection will only be valid 
between 0.8N and 1.2N window (N is package size). Out of this 
window, detected SOP will be ignored since it mostly is dummy 
SOP. If it detects SOP in 0.8N - N window, it will be filled with 
prior dccoded symbol. On the contrast, decoded symbol will be 
discarded if SOP is detected in N - 1.2N window. With these 
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mechanisms and SOP pattern, the pcak signal-to-noise ratio 
(PSNR) can be enhanced about 6dB. 

4. SIMULATION RESULT 
In  order to examine the effectiveness and perfonnance of 

IiVLC for real coding scheme, we have simulated the Lena image 
( 5  12x5 12, 256-level grayscale). We use 1 IVLC and Huffman 
code to encode each pixel grayscale value. In addition, we use 
SOP and package size of 5 12 for both HVLC and tluffnian code 
simulation. Finally, we compare I IVLC and Huffman coding 
result at bit error rate (BER) of IO-', as shown in Fig. 5. It shows 
that HVLC has great performance improvement. Both coding 
schemes are also simulated for a range of bit crror rate. Peak 
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) performance at various bit error 
rates is shown in Fig. 6. Average, the PSNR of HVLC is at least 
l0dB better than Huffinan code. For high BER, the PSNR 
appears to level off at about I I dB. This is found to correspond to 
a complete loss of signal. Another measuremcnt of image quality 
is pixels (symbol) error rate after decoding, which is shown in 
Fig. 7. 

Figure 5 : Simulation result with 512 package size and 0.1% 
BER. (a) HVLC (b) Huffman 

Figure 6 : Variation of PSNR with BER (512 package size ) 

Figure 7 : Variation of corrupted data with BER 
( 512 package size ) 
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5. CONCLUSION 

Video transmission over crror-prone mobile communication 
channels requires higher error resiliency than required in other 
channels. We propose a novel hybrid VLC (HVLC) coding 
scheme which has high tolerances to random and burst errors in 
worscning channel conditions. It exhibits high synchronization, 
error correction capability and low redundancy. For erroneous 
cnvironmcnt, it is able to self-synchronize within one codeword. 
Simulation result shows that it achievcs high signal-to-noise ratio 
( PSNR=30dB, with 32 package size ) compared to traditional 
V1.C schcrnes at bit error rate (BER) of environmcnt. Its 
error detecting and correcting capability can enhance the signal- 
to-noise ratio effectively. The avcrage code length is still close to 
the optimal. Rclated 1 IVLC codec architecture is vcry suitable 
and efficient for VISI  implementation, which can achieve 10OM- 
symbol throughput rate and low memory requirement. 
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